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APPENDIX A

DEBRIS GENERATION AND DRYWELL TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS

1. Insulation Inventories and Break Locations

The estimates of insulation inventories made by the licensee are documented for Units 2 and
3 in Refs. A-1 and A-2, respectively. Additional discussion of Unit-3 debris sources is provided
in Ref. A-3, and the methodology used in this reference for modeling debris generation and
transport to the suppression pool is described in Ref. A-4. Initial calculations performed by the
licensee based on original fiber inventories cited in the above references suggested that
significant head loss might occur across the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) suction
strainers following a large loss-of-cooling accident (LOCA). It was recommended that fibrous
insulation be removed or replaced with reflective metallic insulation (RMI) as operations
permitted, and thus, current inventories are based largely on verbal amendments to the published
tables of insulation location and volume.

An independent calculation was performed of the insulation-debris volume that might be
transported from the drywell to the suppression pool in a postulated large LOCA. The results of
this calculation depend on the accuracy of “as left” insulation inventories provided by the
licensee. Inventory data, which are provided for nonmetallic insulation in Tables A-1 (Ref. A-1)
and A-2 (Ref. A-2), were collected by visual inspection of each operating floor within the
drywell. In many cases, additional linear length was added to piping segments to account for the
presence of valves and fittings. Other engineering approximations used to quantify the insulation
volumes within the drywell are itemized in Ref. A-2.

In general, RMI dominates the gross insulation inventory at the Dresden plants. Only one
pipe was reported to have calcium-silicate (Cal-Sil) insulation.1 All other isolated applications of
nonmetallic insulation, such as on valves, wall penetrations, elbows, and short piping segments,
use NUKON fiberglass. Also of note is the fact that Unit 3 contains no nonmetallic insulation
below the level of the lowest grating at reference elevation 515 ft. (The lowest operating level is
at 492.3 ft). Unit 2 contains 11 ft3 of fiber in the basement area below the lowest grating.

The Unit 2 estimated fibrous-insulation inventory of 94.36 ft3 reported in Table A-1 is
slightly higher than the value of 90.6 ft3 reported by the licensee (Attachment A-1) in their
summary of data pertinent to Bulletin 96-03 (Ref. A-5). It should be noted that many additional
fiber locations were found in the original inspection, but verbal assurance was given that much of
this material had been removed or replaced with RMI. The discrepancy between the estimated
Unit 2 inventory and the reported inventory may be a result of incomplete information regarding
which locations had been changed. Fiber insulation replaced or removed between the time of the
inspection and the present amounts to a 26% reduction from the previous inventory.

A total insulation inventory was not reported by the licensee for Unit 3, but a review of
tabular data provided in calculation DRE96-0262 suggests that Unit 3 contains approximately
96.25 ft3 of fibrous NUKON and 5.052 ft3 of Cal-Sil. This is somewhat less Cal-Sil than the
8.24 ft3 reported in Attachment A-1. With regard to location, fiber is scattered throughout the
drywell of both units with no particular emphasis on specific systems or components.

1The recirculation-water clean-up line around the midplane of Unit 3 is encased in Cal-Sil.
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Table A-1. Nonmetallic Insulation Inventories for Dresden Unit 2 1,2,3

Operating Level Process Component
Insulation
Thickness

Outside Diameter /
Description Approx. Azimuth 4 Length / Size Calculated Volume

Basement
Inboard B pumps 2 in 28-in. suction pipe 270° 3 ft 3.90 ft3

LPCI lines5 2 in 16-in. pipe includes two 45°
fittings

270° 9 ft 7.07 ft3

Subtotal = 10.97 ft3

First Floor
B discharge riser 2 in 28-in. pipe 270° 5 ft 6.54 ft3

A and D MSIV drain line6 2 in 2-in. pipe 0° 3 ft 0.52 ft3

LPCI line off of
A suction riser

2 in Tee from 16-in. pipe to 28-in.
riser

90° 1 ft each side 1.05 ft3

N2A riser 2 in 28-in. pipe 90° 7 ft 9.16 ft3

2C main steam 2 in 2pc on two 1-ft x 2-ft
rectangular hanger plates

320° 8 ft2 1.33 ft3

D MSIV main steam 2 in 1pc on one 1-ft x 2-ft
rectangular hanger plate

5° 4 ft2 0.67 ft3

Subtotal = 19.27 ft3

Second Floor
2B main steam line 2 in 28-in. pipe 105° 3 ft 3.93 ft3

Shutdown cooling 2 in 18-in. pipe 15° 3 ft 2.62 ft3

Shutdown cooling 2 in 18-in. pipe 15° 1 ft 0.87 ft3

2A feedwater to 2A sparger 2 in 12-in. pipe 60° 3 ft 1.83 ft3

2B feedwater to 2D sparger 2 in 12-in. pipe 320° 3 ft 1.83 ft3

2C main steam from reactor
to HP turbine

2 in 28-in. pipe 255° 3 ft 3.93 ft3

2B feedwater to 2C sparger 2 in 12-in. pipe 240° 2 ft 1.22 ft3

2A feedwater to 2B sparger 2 in 12-in. pipe 150° 3 ft 1.83 ft3

Subtotal = 18.06 ft3

Third Floor
N19B nozzle 3 in Core-spray piping penetration 180° 5 ft x 5 ft square 6.25 ft3

N19B nozzle 2 in 12-in. pipe 180° 2 ft 1.22 ft3

N4C nozzle 3 in Feedwater pipe 230° 4 ft x 4 ft square 4.00 ft3

Nozzle feedwater piping 3 in 12-in. pipe 230° 3 ft 2.95 ft3

N9 nozzle 3 in 165° 3 ft x 3 ft square 2.25 ft3

N9 nozzle 2 in 2-in. pipe 165° 1 ft 0.175 ft3

N16B nozzle 3 in 225° 3 ft x 3 ft square 2.25 ft3

N16B nozzle 3 in 1-in. pipe wrapped twice 225° 3 ft 1.57 ft3
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Operating Level Process Component
Insulation
Thickness

Outside Diameter /
Description Approx. Azimuth 4 Length / Size Calculated Volume

N4D nozzle 3 in 315° 3 ft x 6 ft rectangle 4.50 ft3

2A core-spray line 2 in 12” pipe 320° two 90° elbows 1.83 ft3

N19A core-spray nozzle 3 in 20° 4’ x 4’ square 4.00 ft3

N19A core-spray nozzle 2 in 12” pipe 20° 3 ft 1.83 ft3

N16A feedwater nozzle 3 in 35° 2’ x 4’ rectangle 2.00 ft3

N16A nozzle 2 in 2” pipe wrapped twice 35° 3 ft 1.05 ft3

N4A nozzle 3 in 80° 2’ x 2’ square 1.00 ft3

Subtotal = 36.88 ft3

Fourth Floor
N13A nozzle 2 in 2” pipe 75° 6 ft 1.05 ft3

N13B nozzle 2 in 2” pipe 225° 6 ft 1.05 ft3

HPCI nozzle penetration 3 in 12” pipe 90° 56 in 4.58 ft3

missing wall panel 3 in 225° 2.5’ x 4’ rectangle 2.50 ft3

Subtotal = 9.18 ft3

Total = 94.36 ft3
1Many other insulated components were noted in the original inspection, but verbal assurance was given that they had already been replaced.
2Unit 2 inventories taken from licensee calculation DRE98-0056 (Ref. 1).
3Insulation type is NUKON fiberglass unless otherwise noted.
4Azimuth referenced clockwise from north where main steam lines penetrate the drywell.
5Due for replacement during the next outage.
6Located inside a drywell penetration.
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Table A-2. Nonmetallic Insulation Inventories for Dresden Unit 3 1,2,3,4

Process Component
Insulation
Thickness

Outside Diameter /
Description Length/Size x (in) y (in) z (in)

Calculated
Volume

Miscellaneous:
Instrument tap at penetration 1 in 1.05-in. pipe 10 ft 710 407 6953 0.229 ft3

Vessel Face 2 in 10 ft2 654 459 6852 1.667 ft3

Feedwater Piping 2 in 12.75-in. pipe 1.5 ft 464 788 6540 0.834 ft3

Penetration X-111A 2 in 16-in. pipe 3 ft 454 899 6468 2.094 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-3A 2 in 10 ft2 684 801 6507 1.667 ft3

Reactor Recirculation 2 in 7 ft2 571 377 6390 1.167 ft3

RWCU 1.5 in 2.375-in. pipe with Cal-
Sil

65 ft 75° - 180° azimuth 6300 5.052 ft3

Fiber SubTotal = 7.658 ft3

Cal-Sil Sub Total = 5.052 ft3

Feedwater Lines:
Nozzle N-4A 2 in 12.75-in. pipe 8 ft 716 635 6854 4.451 ft3

Nozzle N-4B 2 in 12.75-in. pipe 8 ft 659 448 6846 4.451 ft3

Nozzle N-4C 2 in 12.75-in. pipe 8 ft 456 497 6854 4.451 ft3

Nozzle N-4D 2 in 12.75-in. pipe 8 ft 522 720 6860 4.451 ft3

Fiber Subtotal = 17.80 ft3

Main Steam Relief Valves:
Vlv. 3-203-4A 2 in Valve 8 in. x 50 in. 705 780 6507 0.463 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-4B 2 in Valve 8 in. x 50 in. 769 716 6507 0.463 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-4C 2 in Valve 8 in. x 50 in. 798 759 6507 0.463 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-4D 2 in Valve 8 in. x 50 in. 842 609 6507 0.463 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-4E 2 in Valve 8 in. x 50 in. 370 751 6507 0.463 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-4F 2 in Valve 8 in. x 50 in. 393 774 6507 0.463 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-4G 2 in Valve 8 in. x 50 in. 429 738 6507 0.463 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-4H 2 in Valve 8 in. x 50 in. 450 759 6507 0.463 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-3B 842 555 6507 3.65 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-3C 334 591 6507 3.65 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-3D 386 695 6507 3.65 ft3

Vlv. 3-203-3E 842 698 6507 3.65 ft3

Fiber Subtotal = 18.30 ft3

Vessel Level Indicators:
Level Ind. 2 45° azimuth 6936 0.4775 ft3

Level Ind. 4 235° azimuth 6936 0.4775 ft3

Level Ind. 1 45° azimuth 6804 0.4775 ft3

Level Ind. 3 235° azimuth 6804 0.4775 ft3

Fiber Subtotal = 1.91 ft3
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Process Component
Insulation
Thickness

Outside Diameter /
Description Length/Size x (in) y (in) z (in)

Calculated
Volume

Main Steam Isolation Valve
Drains:
3-3007A-1 1/2” 0° azimuth 6180 3.36 ft3

3-3007B-1 1/2” 0° azimuth 6180 3.36 ft3

3-3007C-1 1/2” 0° azimuth 6180 3.36 ft3

3-3007D-1 1/2” 0° azimuth 6180 3.36 ft3

3-3007B-2” 0° azimuth 6180 3.36 ft3

Fiber Subtotal = 16.80 ft3

Feed Water Check Valves:
3-220-58A 517 918 6240 16.89 ft3

3-220-58B 665 909 6222 16.89 ft3

Fiber Subtotal = 33.78 ft3

Fiber Total = 96.25 ft3

Cal-Sil Total = 5.052 ft3
1Many other insulated components were noted in the original inspection, but verbal assurance was given that they had already been replaced.
2Unit-3 inventories taken from licensee calculation DRE96-0262 (Ref. A-2).
3Insulation type is NUKON fiberglass unless otherwise noted.
4Lateral coordinates are given in inches referenced from surveyed column markers; the reactor is located at in.573in.,588 == yx Vertical coordinates in inches are the same as those

used for Dresden plant drawings.
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The licensee specifically excluded the volume of foam insulation present in the drywells of
each unit from debris generation using the rationale that it would float and could not contribute
to blockage of the ECCS suction strainers. The licensee reports approximately 6.2 ft3 of foam for
Unit 3; no estimate was available for Unit 2.

Both units also contain approximately 13.9 ft3 of asbestos in each pipe penetration through
the containment vessel. A break within the penetration could eject this material and damage
insulation present inside the drywell. This scenario was not considered in the debris-generation
analysis because (1) large-LOCA breaks in the penetrations are unlikely, (2) it is difficult to
estimate the directed zone of influence that would vent from the penetration, and (3) other break
locations can lead to higher fibrous debris generation. Asbestos was not considered as a debris
source in this analysis because other break locations in the drywell cannot severely affect
insulation within the penetrations.

Large inventories of insulation are also present in the reactor cavities and in the bioshield
penetrations of both Dresden units. Break scenarios near the reactor were not considered here
because, in addition to the three issues listed above, there is no direct transport pathway out of
the reactor cavity to the suppression pool.

For Unit 3, the licensee provided a three-dimensional AutoCAD model of all insulated
pipes and components (Ref. A-2); it is assumed that Unit 2 shares the same physical
arrangement. Figure A-1 illustrates the configuration of insulated structures present inside the
drywell. This model helps greatly to visualize regions of piping congestion for the purpose of
selecting a bounding-scenario break location. Physical boundaries provided by the containment
vessel are overlaid on internal structures in Fig. A-2 to serve as a visual reference of size. The
lower containment sphere is 66 ft in diameter.

One product of the AutoCAD model that is of particular interest to this study is a table of
weld locations that were considered as potential break locations. Locations for welds in 28-in.-
o.d. pipes are reproduced in Table A-3. Because of the large destruction zones for 28-in. pipe
breaks relative to the size of the drywell and the diverse locations of 28-in. lines, welds in
smaller pipes were not examined for this assessment.

2. Licensee Debris Generation and Transport Calculation

Given the insulation inventory for Unit 3, the licensee used the PIPES program (Ref. A-6) to
model the volume of debris generated and transported during a large LOCA. This utility
represents insulation volumes such as pipe casings and valve blankets by a number of line
segments and spatial points. The insulation volumes then are mapped into a spherical zone of
influence (ZOI) of appropriate size for the destruction pressure of the insulation type to
determine the amount of debris generated. Simple transport factors then are applied to the debris
volume that depend on the location of the insulation above and below the lowest grating in the
drywell to determine the amount that reaches the suppression pool. A table of weld locations in
pipes greater that 12 in. in diameter was evaluated to determine the worst-case debris volume.
The most conservative debris volume then was reported as the basis for suppression-pool
transport.
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Fig. A-1. Insulated piping systems and components in the drywell of Dresden Unit 3. The highest piping congestion, and hence the highest
insulation density, occurs at the lower right of panel (a) where main steam lines penetrate the containment. Azimuths are referenced in degrees
east of north as labeled in panel (b).

(a)

N

(b)
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Fig. A-2. Wire frame image of Dresden Unit 3 piping systems that
shows relative size and location of the drywell.
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Table A-3. Weld Locations in 28-in.-o.d. Piping 1,2

(Independent estimates of maximum debris generated from these locations in
Unit 3 are also given. See Sec. A3).

Coordinates (reference inches)

Line
Sequential

Weld # x y z
Max. Debris (ft3)
Generated from

this Location
3-0201A-28” 1 785 430 6108 9.8

2 785 465 6108 13.2
3 785 530 6108 14.5
4 785 573 6207 17.6
5 785 573 6308 16.1
6 785 573 6364 18.3

3-0202A-28” 7 737 385 6056 18.5
8 687 362 6105 10.4
9 687 362 6169 11.7
10 687 362 6409 11.1
11 659 420 6530 10.1
12 655 430 6530 9.6

3-0201B-28” 13 391 715 6108 16.1
14 391 680 6108 16.4
15 391 615 6108 16.0
16 391 573 6194 16.4
17 391 573 6304 19.1
18 391 573 6368 17.9

3-0202B-28” 19 450 737 6055 16.1
20 501 760 6191 17.5
21 501 760 6256 20.1
22 501 760 6417 21.7
23 518 722 6529 20.8
24 522 715 6529 22.4

1Weld location 21 was identified by the licensee as producing and transporting the maximum
volume of 18.4 ft3 of fiber to the sump screen.
2Coordinates are provided on the pipe centerlines. In this system, the center of the reactor core is
at in.573andin.588 == yx

RMI is used on almost all piping systems and components at Dresden. Rather than reporting
a total volume and estimating debris generation and transport, it is assumed in the licensee
analysis (and inLANL independent review) that a saturation bed of shredded RMI will build up
on the suction strainers.

Except for one pipe in Unit 3 that is wrapped in calcium silicate, all nonmetallic insulation
present in the Dresden drywells is fibrous NUKON. Unjacketed NUKON has a destruction
pressure of 10 psia, which leads to a spherical ZOI with radius }{4.10}{ ftDftRZOI = whereD is
the diameter of the broken pipe (Ref. A-7). For the 28-in.-diam pipe welds examined in this
review, ft24.2=ZOIR . Figure A-3 shows the volume affected by a 48-ft-diam spherical ZOI.
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Fig. A-3. A 48.5-ft-diam, 10-psia, spherical ZOI generated from a double-ended guillotine break of a 28-in.-diam pipe encompasses almost half of
the Dresden drywell.

(b)(a)
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Destruction pressures specific to calcium silicate are not available, so the entire volume of
the one calcium-silicate-wrapped pipe was included in all break scenarios for Unit 3. In part, this
assumption was rationalized by assuming that calcium silicate will erode or dissolve in the
downwash of containment sprays. (No experimental evidence currently exists to support or
refute this conservative assumption.) Similarly, a drywell transport factor of 1.0 was used to
force all of the calcium silicate into the suppression pool. This approach is conservative because,
even though the ZOI is very large, the recirculation-water clean-up line in question wraps around
105° of the drywell. Calcium silicate is thought to degrade to a particulate form that may
exacerbate strainer head loss when fibrous material is also present in the suppression pool.

Figure A-4 shows the basic dimensions of the two Dresden drywells. Semicontiguous floor
gratings are present at elevations 515 ft, 537 ft, 562 ft, and 576 ft. The downcomer orifices sit
just above the basement floor at an elevation of 503 ft. The cylindrical bioshield wall and reactor
vessel occupy a large portion of the upper drywell. They would certainly provide shadowing to
some insulation from the pressure jet in a real LOCA; however, no credit was given for this in
estimates of debris generation. Drywell transport factors for fibers were applied in accordance to
the recommendations of Ref. A-7; i.e., 0.28 for debris generated above the lowest grating and
0.78 for debris generated below the lowest grating.

The licensee provided debris volume and transport estimates for two scenarios: (1) a large-
pipe break somewhere in the drywell volume and (2) a large-pipe break within the drywell
penetration (flued head). A break within a containment penetration ejects the resident asbestos
and damages some amount of peripheral fiber and metallic insulation. They estimated the
damaged volume at 100% asbestos (~13.9 ft3), 1.93 ft3 of fiber, and 0 ft3 of calcium silicate for
Unit 2 and, 2.67 ft3 of fiber and 8.24 ft3 of calcium silicate for Unit 3. They also cite drywell
transport factors for asbestos of 0.24 for material generated above the grating and 0.54 for
material generated below the grating. Neither the damaged volume from a directed jet nor the
asbestos transport factors can be verified easily, so the LANL review only considers the free-
volume break scenario, which generates approximately 18.5 ft3 of fiber debris.

A third scenario was examined by the licensee (Ref. A-3) that consists of a break within the
bioshield wall. The ZOI was assumed to encompass all insulation inside the wall and all
insulation within penetrations. A very large volume of shredded RMI and 1.43 ft3 of NUKON
were assumed, but no transport path is available out of the reactor cavity to the suppression pool.
As a result LANL independent analysis does not examine this scenario.

For estimate debris value the licensee stated to have applied debris-generation Methods 2 and
3 described in Ref. 7. It appears that Method 2 was applied to free-volume breaks and Method 3
was applied to breaks within containment penetrations. For Unit 2, the volume of insulation
within the ZOI was estimated crudely using two overlapping vertical regions with heights
roughly equal to the ZOI diameter. (One zone extends from the basement up to the third level,
and one zone extends from the first floor up to the fourth level). All of the insulation within each
region was added, and the appropriate drywell transport factor was applied depending on target
location. Results for the more conservative case were reported.

Conservative assumptions used by the licensee for the free-volume break scenario include (1)
no shielding of target insulation by intervening structures, (2) no pipe restraint at the break
location so that maximum separation and offsets apply, and (3) no credit taken for special jackets
and bands that are present on some insulation blankets (treated as unjacketed material).
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3. Independent Estimate of Debris Generation and Transport

To verify the amount of transported debris estimated by the licensee, an automated sampling
scheme was developed to superimpose spherical ZOIs on the insulation inventories provided in
Tables A-1 and A-2. Applications of fiber insulation in the plants are spaced randomly through-
out the drywell on short pipe segments, valves, and penetrations, so it seemed reasonable to treat
these volumes as point targets that could be affected by a large-LOCA break. The single pipe in
Unit 3 using Cal-Sil insulation is too long for the point approximation to be valid, but, because
some segment of this pipe would be affected by a break at any location, the entire volume of Cal-
Sil was transported to the suppression pool for added conservatism. Large volumes of RMI also
would be damaged by a break at any location; therefore, it was assumed for head-loss calcula-
tions that a saturation bed of shredded foil would eventually accumulate on the suction strainers.

Exact spatial locations and orientations were not available for the Unit 2 insulation volumes
reported by the licensee. Instead, rough elevations were given based on the operating level, and
rough azimuthal angles were given based on the location around the drywell. For this
investigation, the vertical and radial coordinates of each point insulation target were sampled
randomly between appropriate floor elevations and from the centerline to the outer wall of the
drywell. Random locations that fell within the volume of the bioshield or the reactor vessel were
discarded so that realistic placements could be obtained. Although complete coordinates were
available for Unit 3 insulation volumes, the radial and vertical information was discarded so that
sampling could be performed consistent with the approach used for Unit 2.

EL. 530’

EL. 576’

30’

Fig. A-4 Rough dimensions and elevations for the Dresden drywell. The biological shield
and reactor vessel fill most of the upper containment volume.
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A simple computer program called BWRDEBRIS (Attachment A-2) was developed in the
MATLAB macro language (Ref. A-8) to sample the target insulation locations and to map
spherical ZOIs within the drywell. Figures A-5 through A-7 show the capabilities of the tool for
visualizing target-insulation locations (small yellow objects) with respect to the drywell (large
yellow objects) for a spherical ZOI (large blue objects) centered at a given break location
(magenta object). Operating floors are shown in red, and insulation targets enveloped by the ZOI
are shown as small blue objects. This tool was found to be very helpful for identifying potential
regions of high insulation density.

For a given break location, each random insulation configuration leads to a different estimate
of transported debris. After several thousand configurations have been evaluated (in
approximately 10 min of computer time), one obtains a distribution of debris volume that might
be transported similar to that shown in Fig. A-8. The range of debris volume transported to the
suppression pool is shown on thex axis, and the numbers of samples observed with estimated
volumes in each histogram bin are shown on they axis. For this example, the maximum
transported debris volume was 19.8 ft3. Recall that the variation in transported volume shown in
this figure is solely the result of the uncertainty regarding the actual location of the insulation
with respect to the ZOI. Many other factors of uncertainty have been addressed by the
conservative choice of transport factors, zero sheltering, etc.

A distribution of transported debris volume based on 1000 insulation configurations was
generated for each weld location listed in Table A-3 for 28-in.-diam pipes. The maximum
volume observed for each weld is listed in the table for Unit-3 insulation inventories. Weld
location #24 in pipe 3-0202B-28” showed the highest transported fiber volume of 22.4 ft3, which
is significantly higher than the 18.4 ft3 reported by the licensee. Their estimate was based on one
plant-specific insulation configuration, so it is not surprising that a random configuration might
artificially group more insulation into the ZOI. Most distributions of transported debris
generated in this analysis had a mode (maximum probability) of between 18 and 19 ft3

independent of break location, which indicates that the spherical ZOI is large with respect to the
drywell. Similar results were obtained using Unit-2 insulation inventories.

4. Recommendations

Independent verification confirms transported fibrous debris volumes in the range of 18.5 to
19 ft3, consistent with the licensee estimates of 18.26 and 18.4 ft3 for Units 2 and 3, respectively.
Estimates 20% higher were obtained from artificial target locations, but there is no compelling
reason to suspect such high insulation density within the drywell.

LANL believes that the licensee needs to update and document the current estimate of
insulation types and volumes present in the drywells of Dresden Units 2 and 3. The recent
practice of removing and replacing fibrous NUKON undoubtedly improves plant safety with
respect to strainer head loss in a postulated LOCA, but it leaves some ambiguity about the
quantitative basis for that improvement. The current configuration could be documented by
revising an existing reference that describes a known inventory in the past to include dates of
completion on work orders performed to modify specific applications of insulation. Both the
plant analysis and this independent review have given credit for low inventories of fiber that
currently are substantiated by anecdote only.
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Fig. A-5. Perspective of randomly located point insulation sources (small yellow)
relative to the drywell containment structure (large yellow), the floor grating (red), and
the spherical ZOI (magenta/blue) for a 28-in. pipe break.

Fig. A-6. Side view of randomly located point insulation sources (small yellow) relative
to the drywell containment structure (large yellow), the floor grating (red), and the
spherical ZOI (magenta/blue) for a 28-in. pipe break.
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Fig. A-7. Top view of randomly located point insulation sources (small yellow)
relative to the drywell containment structure (large yellow), the floor grating (red),
and the spherical ZOI (magenta/blue) for a 28-in. pipe break.

Fig. A-8. A simple counting distribution of total fiber transported to the suppression
pool for 5000 trials of point insulation sources randomly located relative to a 28-in. pipe
break at weld location 3-0202B-28”. The maximum transported volume in this sample
is 19.8 ft3.
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Attachment A-1

Data Submitted by Licensee
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Attachment A-2

Program Listing of DEBRIS Model

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% BWRDEBRIS randomly locates insulation targets within a BWR drywell %
% and superimposes spherical zones of influence to determine the amount of %
% debris generated in a postulated LOCA. Each insulation target is assumed %
% to be a point source that can be enveloped by the ZOI. %
% %
% Insulation is placed at sampled locations between specified operating %
% floors. Drywell transport factors are then applied depending on location %
% above or below the lowest grating to determine the amount of debris %
% transported to the suppression pool. For a given break location, many %
% repeated trials can be run to generate a distribution of debris that %
% could possibly be transported due to the unknown actual locations of the %
% insulation targets. %
% %
% All geometry is computed in units of feet referenced to the vertical core %
% centerline. %
% %
% bcl 3/30/99 %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Housekeeping
clc;
clear all;
close('all');
whos;

% Input Data ...
%

% General parameters
Rzoi = 24.27; % Destruction radius (ft) for complete separation of 28" line

% Pdest = 10psi for NUKON
above = 0.28; % Transport factors for targets above and below lowest grating
below = 0.78;
iopt = 1; % 1 = randomize radius and polar angle of target locations

% 0 = use known (x, y, z) coordinates for targets
% (???iopt=0 not yet functional???)

ihist = 5000; % Number of samples in histogram of transported debris
% volume (set ihist=1 to skip histogram generation)

vmin = 15.0; % Minimum amount of transported debris expected (ft^3)
vmax = 25.0; % Maximum amount of transported debris expected (ft^3)
nbin = 20; % Number of bins in the interval vmax-vmin
ibrk = 21; % Weld location from sequential list

% Containment geometry (ft)
floors = [492.33, 515, 537, 562, 576.17, 604.25];
necktop = 604.25;
ballrad = 33;
ballctr = 525.33;
biorad = 15;
biomin = 530;
biomax = 576.17;
neckrad = 18.5;
neckbot = ballctr + ballrad*cos(asin(neckrad/ballrad));

% % Break location (in CAD reference coord ft)
% % (worst NUKON break reported for Unit 3)
% xbrk = 41.75;
% ybrk = 63.33;
% zbrk = 521.33;

% % Break location (in CAD reference coord ft)
% % (approx worst NUKON break for Unit 2)
% % (azimuth 180 deg CW from N)
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% xbrk = 49.0; % lined up on center
% ybrk = 31.25; % half of containment radius
% zbrk = 540; % just above second floor level

% % Break location (in CAD reference coord ft)
% % (manual estimate of worst case break location)
% xbrk = 60;
% ybrk = 33;
% zbrk = 520;

% Break location (28" weld locations for Unit 3 from Dresden Table)
xbrk = [ 785, 785, 785, 785, 785, 785, 737, 687, 687, 687, ...

659, 655, 391, 391, 391, 391, 391, 391, 450, 501, ...
501, 501, 518, 522];

ybrk = [ 430, 465, 530, 573, 573, 573, 385, 362, 362, 362, ...
420, 430, 715, 680, 615, 573, 573, 573, 737, 760, ...
760, 760, 722, 715];

zbrk = [6108, 6108, 6108, 6207, 6308, 6364, 6056, 6105, 6169, 6409, ...
6530, 6530, 6108, 6108, 6108, 6194, 6304, 6368, 6055, 6191, ...
6256, 6417, 6529, 6529];

xbrk = xbrk/12; ybrk = ybrk/12; zbrk = zbrk/12;

% Assign final break location
xbrk = xbrk(ibrk);
ybrk = ybrk(ibrk);
zbrk = zbrk(ibrk);

% Distance to containment centerpoint from CAD origen
xcont = 588/12;
ycont = 573/12;

% NUKON insulation data
% (nkn# in ft^3, azm# in deg)

% Unit 3 from Dresden table, (x,y,z) in inches and volumes in ft^3
% Notes: Main Steam Drain locations are listed last
% Includes small amount (8ft^3) replaced after inventory was taken
x = [710, 654, 716, 659, 456, 522, 705, 769, 798, 842, ...

370, 393, 429, 450, 464, 454, 684, 571, 821, 695, ...
624, 552, 681, 495, 681, 495, 842, 334, 386, 842, ...
517, 665, 588, 612, 636, 564, 540];

y = [407, 459, 635, 448, 497, 720, 780, 716, 759, 609, ...
751, 774, 738, 759, 788, 899, 801, 377, 340, 898, ...
913, 913, 666, 480, 666, 480, 555, 591, 695, 698, ...
918, 909, 837, 837, 837, 837, 837];

z = [6953, 6852, 6854, 6846, 6854, 6860, 6507, 6507, 6507, 6507, ...
6507, 6507, 6507, 6507, 6540, 6468, 6507, 6390, 6459, 6210, ...
6210, 6210, 6936, 6936, 6803, 6803, 6507, 6507, 6507, 6507, ...
6240, 6222, 6228, 6228, 6228, 6228, 6228];

nkn=[0.229, 1.667, 4.451, 4.451, 4.451, 4.451, 0.463, 0.463, 0.463, 0.463, ...
0.463, 0.463, 0.463, 0.463, 0.834, 2.094, 1.667, 1.167, 1.129, 0.333, ...
3.333, 3.333, 0.478, 0.478, 0.478, 0.478, 3.650, 3.650, 3.650, 3.650, ...
16.89, 16.89, 3.360, 3.360, 3.360, 3.360, 3.360];

% Convert to same format as Unit 2 data
% (azimuths defined clockwise from North=0)
x = x/12; y = y/12; z = z/12;
x = x-xcont ; y = y-ycont;
azm = pi/2 - atan2(y,x);
azm = (360/2/pi)*azm; % radians to degree
i = find(azm<0);
azm(i) = azm(i)+360;
if any(azm<0) | any(azm>360),

fprintf('Problem with azimuth conversion')
stop

end%if
i = find(z<=floors(2));
azm0 = azm(i); nkn0 = nkn(i);
i = find(z>floors(2) & z<=floors(3));
azm1 = azm(i); nkn1 = nkn(i);
i = find(z>floors(3) & z<=floors(4));
azm2 = azm(i); nkn2 = nkn(i);
i = find(z>floors(4) & z<=floors(5));
azm3 = azm(i); nkn3 = nkn(i);
i = find(z>floors(5));
azm4 = azm(i); nkn4 = nkn(i);
if (length([azm0, azm1, azm2, azm3, azm4]) ~= length(z)),

fprintf('Problem with data assignment to each floor')
stop

end%if
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% Unit 2 in azimuth (deg East of North) and volume ft^3
% Notes: From walk down inventory
% Conservative list includes 32.5ft^3 removed after walkdown
% azm4 = [ 75, 225, 90, 225];
% nkn4 = [1.05, 1.05, 4.58, 2.5];
%
% azm3 = [ 180, 180, 230, 230, 165, 165, 225, 225, 315, 320, 20, 20,

35, 35, 80];
% nkn3 = [6.25, 1.22, 4.0, 2.95, 2.25, 0.175, 2.25, 1.57, 4.5, 1.83, 4.0, 1.83,

2.0, 1.05, 1.0];
%
% azm2 = [ 105, 75, 30, 15, 15, 60, 320, 285, 285, 255, 240, 150];
% nkn2 = [3.93, 2.62, 0.0, 2.62, 0.87, 1.83, 1.83, 1.4, 5.24, 3.93, 1.22, 1.83];
%
% %azm2 = [ 105, 15, 15, 60, 320, 255, 240, 150];
% %nkn2 = [3.93, 2.62, 0.87, 1.83, 1.83, 3.93, 1.22, 1.83];
%
% azm1 = [ 270, 0, 5, 0, 90, 90, 90, 320, 5, 0, 0,

265];
% nkn1 = [6.54, 13.96, 0.873, 0.52, 0.393, 0.654, 9.16, 1.33, 0.67, 0.79, 1.57,

6.0];
%
% %azm1 = [ 270, 0, 90, 90, 90, 320, 5];
% %nkn1 = [6.54, 0.52, 0.393, 0.654, 9.16, 1.33, 0.67];
%
% azm0 = [ 270, 270];
% nkn0 = [ 3.9, 7.07];

% Begin calculations ...

% Total insulation inventories
inven0 = sum(nkn0);
inven1 = sum(nkn1);
inven2 = sum(nkn2);
inven3 = sum(nkn3);
inven4 = sum(nkn4);
total = inven0+inven1+inven2+inven3+inven4;
fprintf('NUKON inventories:\n')
fprintf('------------------------------------\n')
fprintf('insulation in basement = %g\n',inven0)
fprintf('insulation in first level = %g\n',inven1)
fprintf('insulation in second level = %g\n',inven2)
fprintf('insulation in third level = %g\n',inven3)
fprintf('insulation in fourth level = %g\n',inven4)
fprintf('total insulation = %g\n\n',total)

% Floor heights
nfloor = length(floors)-2;
hts = floors(2:nfloor+2) - floors(1:nfloor+1);

% Convert azimuths from degrees to radians
fact = 2*pi/360;
azm0 = fact*azm0;
azm1 = fact*azm1;
azm2 = fact*azm2;
azm3 = fact*azm3;
azm4 = fact*azm4;

% Determine azimuth of break
xbrk = xbrk-xcont;
ybrk = ybrk-ycont;
abrk = pi/2 - atan2(ybrk,xbrk);
abrk = abrk/fact;
fprintf('Azimuth of Break:\n')
fprintf('-------------------------------------------------------\n')
fprintf('Azimuth of break location in CAD coordinates = %g\n\n',abrk)

% Compute outline of containment and ZOI
npts = 50;
angles = linspace(0,2*pi,npts);
%
zbal1 = ballctr*ones(1,npts);
xbal1 = ballrad*cos(angles);
ybal1 = ballrad*sin(angles);
xbal2 = zeros(1,npts);
ybal2 = ballrad*cos(angles);
zbal2 = ballrad*sin(angles) + ballctr;
ybal3 = zeros(1,npts);
xbal3 = ballrad*cos(angles);
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zbal3 = ballrad*sin(angles) + ballctr;
%
neckbot = neckbot*ones(1,npts);
necktop = necktop*ones(1,npts);
neckx = neckrad*cos(angles);
necky = neckrad*sin(angles);
%
zzoi1 = zbrk*ones(1,npts);
xzoi1 = Rzoi*cos(angles) + xbrk;
yzoi1 = Rzoi*sin(angles) + ybrk;
xzoi2 = xbrk*ones(1,npts);
yzoi2 = Rzoi*cos(angles) + ybrk;
zzoi2 = Rzoi*sin(angles) + zbrk;
yzoi3 = ybrk*ones(1,npts);
xzoi3 = Rzoi*cos(angles) + xbrk;
zzoi3 = Rzoi*sin(angles) + zbrk;
%
xgrat = zeros(npts,nfloor);
ygrat = zeros(npts,nfloor);
zgrat = zeros(npts,nfloor);
agrat = acos( (ballctr-floors(2:3))/ballrad );
rgrat = ballrad*sin(agrat);
xgrat(:,1:2) = (rgrat'*sin(angles))';
ygrat(:,1:2) = (rgrat'*cos(angles))';
zgrat(:,1:2) = (floors(2:3)'*ones(1,npts))';
xgrat(:,3:4) = neckrad*sin(angles)'*ones(1,2);
ygrat(:,3:4) = neckrad*cos(angles)'*ones(1,2);
zgrat(:,3:4) = (floors(4:5)'*ones(1,npts))';
%
xnek1 = zeros(1,2);
ynek1 = neckrad*ones(1,2);
znek = [neckbot(1), necktop(1)];
xnek2 = neckrad*ones(1,2);
ynek2 = zeros(1,2);
xnek3 = zeros(1,2);
ynek3 = -neckrad*ones(1,2);
xnek4 = -neckrad*ones(1,2);
ynek4 = zeros(1,2);

% Number of entries per level
n0 = length(azm0);
n1 = length(azm1);
n2 = length(azm2);
n3 = length(azm3);
n4 = length(azm4);

% Check consistency of input
if length(nkn0) ~= n0 | ...

length(nkn1) ~= n1 | ...
length(nkn2) ~= n2 | ...
length(nkn3) ~= n3 | ...
length(nkn4) ~= n4,
fprintf('ERROR: problem with input entries')
stop

end%if

% Index vectors
idx0 = zeros(1,n0);
idx1 = ones(1,n1);
idx2 = 2*ones(1,n2);
idx3 = 3*ones(1,n3);
idx4 = 4*ones(1,n4);

% Initialize flags and arrays
jopt = ihist>1;
icnt = 0;
debris = zeros(ihist,1);
del = (vmax-vmin)/nbin;
dbin = vmin+del/2:del:vmax;

% Randomize targets and compile histogram
while icnt<ihist,

icnt = icnt+1;

if iopt, % randomize target locations
%--------------------------------------------------------------
% Choose random locations of NUKON
% (floors 2, 3 and 4 in neck, floors 0, 1, 2 in ball)
% (all levels exclude bioshield volume for target placement)
z0 = []; z1 = []; z2 = []; z3 = []; z4 = [];
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r0 = []; r1 = []; r2 = []; r3 = []; r4 = [];

% Cylindrical neck locations
z3 = floors(4) + rand(1,n3)*hts(4);
z4 = floors(5) + rand(1,n4)*hts(5);
r3 = sqrt(biorad^2 + (neckrad^2-biorad^2)*rand(1,n3) );
r4 = sqrt(biorad^2 + (neckrad^2-biorad^2)*rand(1,n4) );
if any(r3>neckrad) | any(r4>neckrad),

fprintf('Problem with target radii in neck')
stop

end%if

% Spherical ball locations for basement level
maxang = pi;
minang = acos( (floors(2)-ballctr)/ballrad );
angles = acos( cos(minang) - rand(1,n0)*(cos(minang) - cos(maxang)) );
minrad = (floors(2)-ballctr)./cos(angles);
maxrad = ones(1,n0)*ballrad;
radii = (minrad.^(1/3) + rand(1,n0).*(maxrad.^(1/3) - minrad.^(1/3))).^(1/3);
if imag(radii) ~= 0,

fprintf('Problem with basement radii')
stop

end%if
if any(radii <= 0),

fprintf('Problem with basement radii')
stop

end%if
r0 = radii.*sin(angles);
z0 = ballctr + radii.*cos(angles);

% Spherical ball locations for first floor
topang = acos( (floors(3)-ballctr)/ballrad );
botang = acos( (floors(2)-ballctr)/ballrad );
minang = 0; maxang = pi; minrad = 0;
while length(z1) < n1,

angle = acos( cos(minang) - rand*(cos(minang) - cos(maxang)) );
if angle<topang,

maxrad = (floors(3)-ballctr)/cos(angle);
elseif angle>botang,

maxrad = (floors(2)-ballctr)/cos(angle);
else

maxrad=ballrad;
end%else if
radius = (rand*maxrad^3)^(1/3);
if (imag(radius) ~= 0),

fprintf('Problem with radius')
stop

end%if
rad1 = radius*sin(angle);
zee1 = ballctr + radius*cos(angle);
i = length(z1);
if (zee1<biomin),

z1(i+1) = zee1;
r1(i+1) = rad1;

elseif (rad1 > biorad),
z1(i+1) = zee1;
r1(i+1) = rad1;

end%if
end%while

% Spherical ball locations for second floor
% (excludes a small region in neck on second floor)
topang = 0;
botang = acos( (floors(3)-ballctr)/ballrad );
minang = topang; maxang = botang; maxrad=ballrad;
while length(z2) < n2,

angle = acos( cos(minang) - rand*(cos(minang) - cos(maxang)) );
minrad = (floors(3)-ballctr)/cos(angle);
radius = (minrad^3 + rand*(maxrad^3 - minrad^3))^(1/3);
if (imag(radius) ~= 0),

fprintf('Problem with radius')
stop

end%if
rad2 = radius*sin(angle);
zee2 = ballctr + radius*cos(angle);
i = length(z2);
if (zee2<biomin),

z2(i+1) = zee2;
r2(i+1) = rad2;

elseif (rad2 > biorad),
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z2(i+1) = zee2;
r2(i+1) = rad2;

end%if
end%while

% Combine insulation description vectors
radii = [r0, r1, r2, r3, r4];
azmth = [azm0, azm1, azm2, azm3, azm4];
z = [z0, z1, z2, z3, z4];
nkn = [nkn0, nkn1, nkn2, nkn3, nkn4];
idx = [idx0, idx1, idx2, idx3, idx4];

% Convert to Cartesian coords
% (note that CAD azimuth is rotated 90deg)
x = radii.*sin(azmth);
y = radii.*cos(azmth);
if any( abs(x) > ballrad ),

fprintf('x-coord is wrong')
stop

end%if
if any( abs(y) > ballrad ),

fprintf('y-coord is wrong')
stop

end%if
if any(z>floors(6)) | any(z<floors(1)),

fprintf('z-coord is wrong')
stop

end%if
%----------------------------------------------------
end%if % randomize target locations

% find insulation in ZOI
R = sqrt( (x-xbrk).^2 + (y-ybrk).^2 + (z-zbrk).^2 );
in = find(R <= Rzoi);

% compute volumes
NKNzoi = nkn(in);
IDXzoi = idx(in);
ilo = find(IDXzoi == 0);
Vzoi = sum(NKNzoi);
Vlo = sum(NKNzoi(ilo));
Vhi = Vzoi - Vlo;
VThi = Vhi*above;
VTlo = Vlo*below;
debris(icnt) = VThi+VTlo;

end%while icnt<ihist

% print results
if ~jopt,
fprintf('Summary:\n')
fprintf('---------------------------------------------------------\n')
fprintf('Number of point targets in ZOI = %g\n',length(in))
fprintf('Volume generated in ZOI ignoring bioshield = %g\n',Vzoi)
fprintf('Volume transported from ZOI above lowest grating = %g\n',VThi)
fprintf('Volume transported from ZOI below lowest grating = %g\n',VTlo)
fprintf('Total volume transported from ZOI = %g\n\n',VThi+VTlo)
end%if

% plot insulation points in 3-space
if ~jopt,
figure
axis('equal')
colordef black
axis([-35 35 -35 35 490 605])
xlabel('East/West (ft)')
ylabel('North/South (ft)')
zlabel('Elevation (ft)')
hold on
plot3(x,y,z,'yo')
plot3(x(in),y(in),z(in),'bo')
plot3(neckx,necky,necktop,'y')
plot3(neckx,necky,neckbot,'y')
plot3(xbal1,ybal1,zbal1,'y')
plot3(xbal2,ybal2,zbal2,'y')
plot3(xbal3,ybal3,zbal3,'y')
plot3(xbrk,ybrk,zbrk,'m*')
plot3(xzoi1,yzoi1,zzoi1,'b')
plot3(xzoi2,yzoi2,zzoi2,'b')
plot3(xzoi3,yzoi3,zzoi3,'b')
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plot3(xgrat,ygrat,zgrat,'r')
plot3(xnek1,ynek1,znek,'y')
plot3(xnek2,ynek2,znek,'y')
plot3(xnek3,ynek3,znek,'y')
plot3(xnek4,ynek4,znek,'y')
hold off
end%if

% plot histogram of total transported debris
if jopt,
figure
hist(debris,dbin)
xlabel('Total Transported Fiber (ft^3)')
ylabel('Bin Count')
title(['Distribution of ' num2str(ihist) ' Samples'])
fprintf('\n\nMaximum Transported Debris Volume = %g\n',max(debris))
end%if


